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RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Ivory, Chris

Scout Name (Last, First)

3/22/88 (29)

Janssen, Nick

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Tiffin (OHTI)

10 -UDFA- NYJ

Jacksonville Jaguars

Games Played

Games Started

83

39

INJURIES

KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

42

Positions Started Captain

51%

RB

NO

2016: Missed Weeks 12,13,17 (Rt. Hamstring). 2015: Missed Week 3 (Rt. Quad). 2014:
Missed 0 Games during Reg Season, Had Chest Bruis and Fractured Rib in Preseason Week
1. Had a Rt. Shoulder A/C Sprain Weeks 12-13. 2013: Missed Week 4 (Rt. Hamstring).
2012: Missed Weeks 14-16 (Rt. Hamstring), Week 1 (Lt. Ankle). 2011: PUP List Weeks 1-7
(Sports Hernia), Missed Weeks 10-12 (Lt. Hamstring), 2010: Had surgery during the offseason after being placed on IR Week 17 (Lt. Pedal Lisfranc Fracture), Missed Weeks 14-15
(Rt. Hamstring), Missed Week 9 (Concussion Grade 1), IR Week 1 and Missed Week 2 (Rt.
MCL Sprain). Pre-NFL: Torn Rt. Meniscus (2009), Concussion Grade 3 (2007)
2016: Led the NFL with 5 Rush Fumbles. 2015: Selected to first Pro Bowl, had a careerhigh 1070 Rush Yards (5th in NFL) and 7 Rush TDs (9th in NFL). Career: has averaged 4.4
Yards/Carry but has decreased at each stop during his career (5.1 Y/C with NO, 4.3 Y/C
with NYJ, and 3.6 Y/C with JAX)

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

MEASURABLES
Arm
Hand
Vert

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

5114

222

4.48

1.54

N/A

N/A

7.2

4.6

119

N/A

Tapes Viewed
BEST
WORST

36

2016: vs BAL 9/25, @CHI 10/16, @KC 11/6, @DET 11/20, vs TEN 12/24
Play Strength, 2nd Level Explosiveness, Competitive Toughness, Balance
Ball Security, Late Adjust/Decision-Making, Blocking in Space

PROJECTION

Rotational RB you can win with in both Gap and Zone running schemes with defined and
simple reads. Best utilized in downhill running attacks where he can use his good
explosiveness and good play strength to hit the hole quickly and run behind his pads.
Struggles with decision-making on the fly in the mesh when his initial reads are unclear.

SCHEME FIT

Downhill Gap and Zone scheme with simple reads and a simplified RB route tree and
simple Pass Protection assignments.

SUMMARY
7th year RB who has started 39 of 83 games throughout his career. 1st year in Jacksonville under Offensive
Coordinator, Nathaniel Hackett, where he is utilized as a rotational RB on 1st and 2nd down and short yardage
running downhill in between the tackles and sparingly in the passing game and 3rd downs where he runs a
limited route tree and is used in pass protection. Solid height with good weight and a strong frame who displays
good overall athletic ability with a combination of good COD, good lateral quickness, good acceleration, good
explosiveness, good balance, and good foot speed. Good vision, good ability to read his keys at the mesh point
and displays good mental processing and patience to allow blocks to develop, leverage angles created, and hit
the hole with good acceleration on Gap runs and shows a good ability manipulate the leverage of 2nd level
defenders to assist OL to get to their assignments and create larger running lanes on I/S Zone runs. Good burst,
displays good 2nd level explosiveness when his initial read is clear and shows a good ability to defeat the angles
of 2nd level defenders when he manipulates their leverage with his initial run path, win the edge, and transition
to get downhill quickly using good foot speed. Good finisher, physical runner who demonstrates a good ability
to run behind his pads with good play strength, power, and balance to break arm tackles and bounce off tackles
from DBs and good leg drive to fall forward when he runs downhill and has good home run speed while also
displaying good awareness of D&D and understanding what he needs to keep the chains moving. Solid in the
passing game, solid route runner who creates separation with good COD and acceleration out of inside and
outside breaks, displays a solid catch radius adjusting to high throws and throws behind him, solid body control
to keep his feet in bounds on the sidelines, solid hands and dexterity to catch the ball away from his body with
solid concentration to look the ball in and track it in unorthodox angles. Solid blocker, good mental processing
to read the line and identify assignments while maintaining pocket depth and engages with solid leverage and
UOH while also displaying solid anchor ability on bull rushes. Good competitive toughness and physical
toughness, competes on every play who plays aggressive at the POA, seeks out contact, and always looks to fight
for extra yards and finish runs. Solid mental toughness, understands D&D situations and is aware of what is
needed on each down and does a solid ability to gain the necessary yards on short yardage and goal line
situations. Struggles to adjust on the fly in his mental processing when his initial read is cloudy in the 1st level
and will hesitate, especially on Zone runs. On O/S Zone, does not press the frontside strong enough with
shoulders parallel to the sideline to manipulate the leverage of 2nd level defenders to allow the initial read to
develop. Adequate ball security, runs with the ball low with minimal points of contact on the body and does not
fully secure the ball until after contact. In Pass pro, struggles identifying his assignment in exotic blitzes and will
miss his block in space on the edge due to him overextending himself trying to engage first. Overall a rotational
RB you can win with in both Gap and Zone running schemes with defined and simple reads. Best utilized in
downhill running attacks where he can use his good explosiveness and good play strength to hit the hole
quickly and run behind his pads. Struggles with decision-making on the fly in the mesh when his initial reads
are unclear.

